LOT -18
YOUTH OPEN CLASS
VEGETABLES AND FRUITS

ed for judging if it does’ not meet the category description. Any item not meeting the
project requirements will be judged, but
will not be considered for class champion.

20. Best plate of bunch beans (12)
21. Best plate of pole beans (12)
22. Best plate of broccoli (1 head)
23. Best plate of beets, any variety (5
roots)
24. Most useful head of cabbage, any variety
25. Largest head of cabbage
26. Best plate of carrots (5)
27. Best head of cauliflower
28. Best five ears of white corn, in husk
29. Best five ears of yellow corn, in husk
30. Best plate of cucumbers, for slicing
31. Best eggplant
32. Best plate of greens (1 plant)
33. Best plate of peas (l2pods)
34. Best plate of polled limas (12 pods)
35. Best plate of bush limas (12 pods)
36 .Best lettuce (1 plant)
37. Best plate of okra (5pods)
38. Best plate of spring green onions (5
bulbs)
39. Onions Bermuda style (5)
40. Best mature onion, other than Bermuda
(5)
41. Best plate of green peppers (5)
42. Best plate of other variety peppers (5)
43. Best plate of potatoes (5)
44. Best crooked neck or straight neck
yellow squash ( 3)
45. Best acorn squash (l)
46. Best green or striped squash (1)
47. Best plate of turnips (3)
48. Best vegetable exhibit (6 or more vegetables) grown by exhibitor. $6.25, $5.00,
$3.75, ribbons
49. Best plate of apples (4)
50. Best cantaloupe any variety
51. Best plate of gourds (4)
52. Best plate of grapes (4 bunches)
53. Best plate of peaches (4)
54. Best plate of pears (4)
55. Best plate of plums (4)
56. Best pumpkin
57. Best plate rhubarb (4 stalks)
58. Best plate of red ripe tomatoes (5)
59. Best plate yellow tomatoes (5)
60. Best plate tomatoes, plum, cherry or
pear (5)
61. Best watermelon, any variety
62. Best plate of black raspberries
63. Best plate of gooseberries
64. Best other fruit and/or vegetable

CROCHET
813A Small Crochet Item(s) made of
medium weight yarn: Must include rows
of single, half double and/or double crochet stitches. Such as: scarf, purse, belt,
hat, pillow, two wash cloths (made from
cotton yarn), or pair of slippers. Scarf must
be at least 24” long.
813B Large Crochet Item(s) made of
medium weight yarn: Must include rows
of single, half double and/or double crochet stitches. Such as: afghan, shawl, or
vest.
814 Crochet Item made entirely with
novelty yarn: Do not use standard medium weight yarn. Must include rows of
single, half double, and/or double crochet
stitches: Such as: scarf, purse, belt, hat,
pillow, pair of slippers, afghan, shawl, or
vest. Scarf must be at least 24” long.
815 Crocheted Item made using the
Granny Square technique: May use any
weight yarn, single or multiple colors of
yarn. Such as: purse, shawl, afghan, or
hat.
816A Crocheted Item(s) made using
intermediate skills/pattern crochet
stitches: Such as: hat, belt, scarf, pair of
mittens, pillow, sweater, vest, shawl or
baby blanket, doily (made from bedspread
weight thread) or set of 5 different ornaments (made from bedspread weight thread
using intermediate skills/stitches. Include
one or more pattern stitches—shell, arch,
diamond, bobble, snapdragon, popcorn,
cross, puff, cluster, or seed/granite. Can
include one or more colors in alternating
rows (stripes). Scarf must be at least 24”
long.

Chairman: Sarah Elkins
Committee: Ashlee Elkins

RULES
1. Item(s) must be clean to be accepted to
judging. Previous wearing/using is acceptable (and strongly encouraged!), but
item must be clean.
2. An item will not “knowingly” be accept-

One Type of Embroidery Stitch:
818A Redwork: Embroidery item made
with a single color of floss such as
“Redwork,” using red floss. Must use the
stem stitch and have an embroidered area
equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.

LOT -19
YOUTH NEEDLEWORK
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The objective is for youth to learn the
skills involved in hand knitting with needles. Therefore, items made on a knitting
loom or knitting machine are NOT to be
entered and will not be judged.

Multiple Types of Embroidery Stitches:
819A Candlewicking: Candlewicking
design stamped on plain woven fabric.
Must include stem/outline, satin and colonial knot stitches and have an embroidered
area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.

824 Small/simple knitted item(s): Items
such as a hat, pillow, purse, scarf, belt, doll
afghan, or two wash cloths using worsted
weight yarn. Solid color or variegated yarn
is acceptable. Wash cloths should be made
from worsted weight cotton yarn. Items are
limited to those that include garter stitch,
stockinette stitch, and/or ribbing stitch.
Scarf must be at least 24” long. Items
made on a knitting machine or looms do
not fit in this class.

819B Stamped Embroidery: Embroidery
design printed/drawn on plain woven fabric or felt. Must include three or more of
the following different stitches (stem/
outline, lazy daisy, running, straight,
French knot, satin, blanket, chain, or back
stitch). May use more than one color of
floss. Must have an embroidered area
equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
819C Free Embroidery: Embroidery
design used to embellish a base fabric
without the design being drawn on the
fabric. Must include three or more of the
following different stitches (stem/outline,
lazy daisy, running, straight, French knot,
satin, blanket, chain, or back stitch). May
use more than one color of floss. Must
have an embroidered area equivalent to 5 x
7 inches or larger. Embroidery may embellish design lines on the item.
Charted Embroidery Using Large Cross
or Snowflake Stitches:
820A Cross Stitch on Gingham: Cross
stitch on ¼-inch gingham and have an
embroidered area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
820B Counted Cross Stitch on 11 Count
Aida Cloth: Must have an embroidered
area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
820C Chicken Scratch on gingham:
Chicken Scratch (also known as Snowflake
embroidery) on ¼ inch or smaller checked
gingham fabric. Must have an embroidered
area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
Crewel Embroidery:
821 Crewel Embroidery: Crewel embroidery design on linen or cotton twill
fabric using crewel or Persian Yarn: Must
have an embroidered area equivalent to 5 x
7 inches or larger.

HAND EMBROIDERY
All embroidery projects are to be a
“finished” item (for example: the stitchery
is framed or made into an item such as a
pillow, wall hanging, pot holder, eyeglass
holder, etc.) The stitchery can be created
on a purchased item, such as a pillowcase,
clothing, tote bag, purse, bib, or dishtowel.
Items may be made from purchased kits
that meet the individual project guidelines.
The sizes mentioned in the classes below
(such as 5” X 7”) relate to the amount of
stitching, not the size of the fabric, frame,
or finished item.
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KNITTING

818B Stamped Cross Stitch: Cross
stitched design stamped (printed/drawn) on
plain woven fabric and have an embroidered area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or 2”
x 16” border or larger.

Charted Embroidery Using Specialty
Cloth:
822A Counted Cross Stitch on 14 Count
Aida Cloth: Must have an embroidered
area equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
822B Counted Cross Stitch using Waste
Canvas: Must have an embroidered area
equivalent to 5 x 7 inches or larger.
822C Huck Embroidery: Huck embroidery on huck towel/toweling creating a
minimum 2 inch wide border design.
822D Swedish Weaving: Swedish weaving on monk’s cloth creating a minimum
of 6 inch wide border design.

825 Knitted Item created with Novelty/
Decorative Yarn(s): Do not use standard
medium weight yarn. Such as a purse,
scarf, hat, leg warmers, etc. Scarf must be
at least 24” long. Items made on a knitting
machine or looms do not fit in this class.
826 Larger/simple knitted item(s):
Items such as a pair of mittens; pair of
slippers, shawl; or afghan (minimum size
equivalent to 36” x 36”). May use yarn
other than worsted weight yarn. Two colors and one pattern stitch may be used in
addition to garter stitch, stockinette stitch,
and/or ribbing stitch. Items made on a
knitting machine or loom do not fit in this
class.
827A Knitted project focused on
Shape—Garment or Fashion Accessory:
Exhibit one item or a pair of items using
pick up stitches, and/or knitting in the
round. Item must include increase or decrease. May use yarns other than worsted
weight yarn. May include simple color
changes (stripes or duplicate stitch). Ideas
such as: gloves, hat, mittens, socks, leggings, skirt, sweater, or vest. Items made
on a knitting machine or looms do not fit
in this class. Use medium (4) worsted
weight yarn

4-H NON-TRADITIONAL
NEEDLEWORK

The objective for this class is for youth to
learn the basic stitches of knitting either
non-traditional needles, arms, or looms.
LOOM KNITTING
4-H 1074 Junior loom knitting
4-H 1075 Senior loom knitting
ARM KNITTING
4-H 1076 Junior arm knitting
4-H 1077 Senior arm knitting

